DISCHARGE  OP CONTBAGT8.
true whether the original agreement  was  a sealed  contract or
simply a parole agreement. If, however, the original contract was required by law to be in writing so must also the new contract which replaces it.
The rescission of the former contract may be implied, as where the terms of the latter agreement conflict with those of the old, the later agreement taking precedence and discharging the former. The intention to discharge the former, however* must be clearly implied from its being the only rational assumption in the premises.
The contract may be rescinded by the substitution of a new party to it in place of one of the original parties. This may be done only where all parties to the contract are agreedf this agreement being either express, or implied by subsequent acts.
(c) The contract may contain a provision for its own discharge on the happening of «ome event or contingency* This contingency may lie the nonfulfillment of some Npccific clause in the contract itself, or on the occurrence of gome particular event, or on the exercise by one of the parties of an option to determine it. When the event transpires which forms the condition of the discharge, the contract is thereupon rescinded.
Engineering contracts sometimes contain n clause to the effect that the work may be stopped at any time with a specified notice at the option of the paity paying for the name.
42. Discharge by Performance. The usual method of discharging a contract is by each party fully performing the duties prescribed for him in the agreement. In thin case the performance by each party xniuit be strictly in accordance with the terms of the contract.
In engineering work it is seldom that the work in done in all details strictly in accordance with the plans and spcciiica-

